EXPLINER -Inspection Robot for High-Voltage Transmission LinesHiBot Corp.
The proper maintenance of High-voltage transmission lines is
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of vital importance, since any problem may result in the
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interruption of electricity, with many negative impacts to health,
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sanitation, transportation and safety. Preventive maintenance is
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the best way to avoid problems with infrastructure, by detecting
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be possible at all times, since it would overcharge other parallel
lines. In times of high demand, such as in summer and winter,
the utilities may have to pay hefty fines for the reduction in
capability to provide electricity.
The use of helicopters has been proposed as a way to improve
safety and speed of inspection operations. Even though video
shot from helicopters provides general information regarding
the conditions of the lines, and (perhaps most importantly) the
vegetation around the towers and lines, this method cannot
provide details of the lines regarding scratches, minor faults or
corrosion, which are early signs of problems that must be

【fig 2. crossing the suspension clamps】

repaired before the lines are seriously damaged.
Portability and ease of assembly are two key features of the
system. Since the towers of transmission lines are usually
located in mountains or other remote areas, it may not be
possible to transport a fully-assembled robot. Expliner was
designed in a few major parts that are easy to carry, even in
mountain paths that are too narrow for vehicles, and can be
easily assembled on the spot, without any tool.
【fig.1 Expliner overview】
In 2010, the commercial version of Expliner left the HiBot
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acquiring images of the entire surface of the cables with CCD
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cameras and mirrors, that allow a coverage of 360 degrees.

